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Abstract: Starting from the amplitude with an arbitrary number of massless closed states
of the bosonic string, we compute the soft limit when one of the states becomes soft to
subsubleading order in the soft momentum expansion, and we show that when the soft
state is a graviton or a dilaton, the full string amplitude can be expressed as a soft theorem
through subsubleading order. It turns out that there are string corrections to the eld
theoretical limit in the case of a soft graviton, while for a soft dilaton the string corrections
vanish. We then show that the new soft theorems, including the string corrections, can
be simply obtained from the exchange diagrams where the soft state is attached to the
other external states through the three-point string vertex of three massless states. In the
soft-limit, the propagator of the exchanged state is divergent, and at tree-level these are
the only divergent contributions to the full amplitude. However, they do not form a gauge
invariant subset and must be supplemented with extra non-singular terms. The requirement
of gauge invariance then xes the complete amplitude through subsubleading order in the
soft expansion, reproducing exactly what one gets from the explicit calculation in string
theory. From this it is seen that the string corrections at subsubleading order arise as a
consequence of the three-point amplitude having string corrections in the bosonic string.
When specialized to a soft dilaton, it remarkably turns out that the string corrections vanish
and that the non-singular piece of the subsubleading term of the dilaton soft theorem is
the generator of space-time special conformal transformation.
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1 Introduction and summary of results
Tremendous progress is happening in understanding the soft factorizing behavior of scat-
tering amplitudes and their relation to underlying, sometimes hidden, symmetries. Most
remarkable, perhaps, are the suggestions that the soft behavior of particularly the gravity
and Yang-Mills S-matrices are related to asymptotic symmetries in general relativity and
in gauge theories [1{22]. Also remarkable are the similarities pointed out very recently
between the soft behavior of the gravity/string dilaton and the Ward identities of scale
and special conformal transformations [23, 24]. New uses of soft theorems are also being
discovered in the more modern eld of amplitudes [25, 26].
Soft theorems, however, have a long history, and go back to the seminal works in the
1950s on low-energy photon scattering [27{33] and in the 1960s on soft-graviton scatter-
ing [34{37], when they were realized to be important consequences of gauge invariance.
Discussions on the generic subleading behavior of soft gluon and graviton scattering were
recently taken up in [38{40], and has, since the suggested relations to asymptotic symme-
tries [1{22], received enormous attention, not only in gravity and Yang-Mills theory [41{63],
but also their extensions in supersymmetric theories [64{72], and in string theory [73{78].
Double-soft theorems are also receiving increasing interest [79{84], due to their potential
to uncover hidden symmetries of the S-matrix (see e.g. ref. [85] for a discussion on Adler's
zeroes and the pion double-soft theorem).
Soft theorems in string theory were rst discussed in the 1970s by Ademollo et al. [86]
and by Shapiro [87] for tree diagram scattering amplitudes involving massless particles only,
and with particular emphasis on the string-dilaton as the soft-state (see also refs. [88, 89]
for this study in string eld theory). In a recent work [78], we have revived this line of
studies by computing the soft behavior up to subsubleading order, when a soft massless
closed string-state is scattering on external tachyons. It turns out that this amplitude is
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determined by the same gauge invariance that also determines the soft-graviton behavior
up to subsubleading order in eld theory, derived in ref. [62]. Furthermore, we computed
the leading soft-behavior of the antisymmetric Kalb-Ramond tensor in the scattering on
other massless closed string states. At the same time we rederived the known results
involving instead a soft graviton or dilaton, and showed by invoking a slight generalization
of the analysis done in ref. [62] that the leading soft behavior for both of them is again
determined by eld theory gauge invariance. The aim of this work is to extend our previous
analysis in the bosonic string to the subsubleading order for the case of a soft graviton or
dilaton scattering on other closed massless states. At this order, string corrections to the
corresponding eld theory soft theorems are expected to appear for the rst time [63], and
indeed this is what we nd. Their presence is also expected in heterotic string and it is
due to interaction terms of the type R2 which appear, to order 0, in the eective actions
of such string theories [90]. String corrections to the graviton soft theorem have also been
computed in [91] in the case of four point bosonic string amplitudes. We have extended
this analysis to n+ 1 point amplitudes with a soft dilaton or graviton and n massless hard
particles nding that only the graviton soft operator is modied by 0-corrections. The
lack of string corrections in the soft behavior of the dilaton could be a signal that the
dilaton soft theorem is a consequence of some Ward identity as it occurs for the Nambu-
Goldstone boson of the spontaneously broken conformal invariance [24]. The similarities
between these two particles, both called dilaton, indeed deserve a further study.
Let us summarize our primary results before going through the calculational details.
In ref. [24] it has been shown that the eld theory amplitude for a soft graviton or
a soft dilaton of soft momentum q, with n other hard gravitons and/or dilatons can be
written in the following factorized form:
Mn+1(q; ki)  SM(ki; q) = D

S^( 1)q + S^
(0)
q + S^
(1)
q

Mn(ki) +O(q2) ; (1.1)
where D is related to the gravitational constant in D space-time dimension, the superscript
of each S^
(m)
q indicates the order m in q of each term, and Mn is the amplitude without the
soft particle. S is the polarization of either the graviton or the dilaton, which is symmetric
under the exchange of  and . In ref. [78], the above soft theorem to subleading order was
shown to hold also in the framework of the bosonic string including also the Kalb-Ramond
antisymmetric eld both in the role of the soft state and as hard states.
In the cases of a soft graviton or dilaton, the rst two terms are given by [78]:
S^( 1)q = 
S

nX
i=1
ki k

i
ki  q ; S^
(0)
q = 
S


  iq
2
 nX
i=1
ki J

i + k

i J

i
ki  q ; (1.2)
where
Ji = L

i + Si ; Si = Si + Si ; (1.3)
Li = i

ki
@
@ki
 ki
@
@ki

; Si = i

i
@
@i
 i
@
@i

; Si = i

i
@
@i
 i
@
@i

:
(1.4)
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while the third term was computed in the eld theory limit in ref. [24]. The method used
is an extension of the one of ref. [62] and the soft behavior in eq. (1.1) is shown to be a
direct consequence of the gauge invariance conditions
qM
(ki; q) = qM
(ki; q) = 0 : (1.5)
In this paper we extend the previous method to include string corrections and we check the
nal result by performing a direct calculation of the subsubleading term in the soft limit in
the amplitude of the bosonic string involving an arbitrary number of massless closed strings.
This calculation is performed by extending the technique developed in ref. [78] for the com-
putation of the subleading term. As a result we obtain the following subsubleading term:
S(1)q =  
S
2
nX
i=1

qJ

i qJ

i
ki  q +

ki q

ki  q q
 + q   q

@
@ki
 

qq   qq   qq
ki  q

i
 0

qki + qki   (ki  q)  qq kiki
ki  q

i

;
(1.6)
where
i = 

i
@
@i
+ i
@
@i
: (1.7)
Only the symmetric part 
f;g
i =
i +

i
2 contributes in the previous expression because
the polarization tensor S is symmetric in the indices  and . The rst two lines of
eq. (1.6) agree with the expression already presented in ref. [24], while the third line gives
the string corrections.
By choosing the polarization of the graviton, from eqs. (1.2) and (1.6) we get the soft
theorem of a graviton:
Mgravitonn+1 = D 
g

nX
i=1
"
ki k

i   iqki Ji   12qJi qJi
kiq
 
0
2

qki + qki   (ki  q)  qq kiki
ki  q


f;g
i

Mn ;
(1.8)
while, by choosing the polarization tensor of the dilaton S ! 1pD 2 (   qq   q q),
we get the soft theorem for a dilaton:
Mdilatonn+1 =
Dp
D   2
"
2 
nX
i=1
ki
@
@ki
+
1
2
nX
i=1

qK^i +
qq
kiq
 Si;Si +Di;f;g
#
Mn ;
(1.9)
where
K^i = 2

1
2
ki
@2
@ki@ki
  ki
@2
@ki @k

i
+ iSi; @
@ki

: (1.10)
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Remarkably, these operators are nothing but the generators of space-time special conformal
transformations acting in momentum space. As recently shown in ref. [24], these operators
also control the soft behavior of the Nambu-Goldstone bosons of spontaneously broken
conformal invariance and an interesting application of this recently appeared in ref. [26].
It would be interesting to understand the physical reason for why these generators appear
in the soft limit of the string dilaton. Notice furthermore that the string corrections vanish
completely for a soft dilaton.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we write the amplitude with an arbitrary
number of massless states of the closed bosonic string and we perform the limit in which
one of them (a dilaton or a graviton) becomes soft. In section 3 we derive the explicit form
of the soft behavior for a dilaton and for a graviton and we give a physical interpretation
of the various terms that appear. In section 4 we derive the string corrections to the soft
theorem through gauge invariance from the string corrections of the three-point amplitude
for massless closed string states. Finally, details of the calculations presented in section 2
are given in two appendices.
2 Amplitude of one soft and n massless closed strings
In this section we consider the amplitude with n + 1 massless closed string states and we
study its behavior in the limit in which one of the massless states is soft. We start by
summarizing the results presented in ref. [78], where more details may be found.
The amplitude involving n+ 1 massless closed string states can be written as
Mn+1
Z Qn
i=1 d
2zi d
2z
dVabc
Z
d
nY
i=1
di h0jei(

q @z+
q
0
2
q)X(z)
nY
i=1
ei(i
i
i @zi+
q
0
2
k
i
i )Xi (zi)j0i

Z
d
nY
i=1
dih0jei(

q @z+
q
0
2
q)X(z)
nY
i=1
ei(
i
i
i @zi+
q
0
2
k
i
i )Xi (zi)j0i : (2.1)
where we assume that ; ; ;  are Grassmann variables, and we use the denition
i   i i  for the polarization tensor. We consider the soft string to be the one
with momentum q and polarization q; . After using the contraction hX(z)X(w)i =
  log(z w) and performing the integration over the Grassmann variables  and , the
expression reduces to a form which can formally be written in two parts:
Mn+1 = Mn  S ; (2.2)
where by  a convolution of integrals is understood, and where
S  D
Z
d2z
2
nX
i=1
 
i
(qi)
(z   zi)2 +
r
0
2
(qki)
z   zi
!
nX
j=1
 
j
(qj)
(z   zj)2 +
r
0
2
(qki)
z   zi
!
 exp
"
 
r
0
2
nX
i=1
i
(iq)
z   zi
#
exp
"
 
r
0
2
nX
i=1
i
(iq)
z   zi
#
nY
i=1
jz   zij0qki ;
(2.3)
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is the part describing the soft particle, and
Mn =
8
0
D
2
n 2 Z Qn
i=1 d
2zi
dVabc
Z " nY
i=1
di
nY
i=1
di
#Y
i<j
jzi   zj j0kikj
 exp
24 X
i<j
ij
(zi   zj)2 (ij) +
r
0
2
X
i 6=j
i(ikj)
zi   zj
35
 exp
24 X
i<j
ij
(zi   zj)2 (ij) +
r
0
2
X
i 6=j
i(ikj)
zi   zj
35 ;
(2.4)
is the amplitude of n massless states without the soft particle.
We eventually want to nd a soft operator S^ such that S^Mn = Mn  S through order
q1. This can be done by expanding S for small q and keep terms in the integrand up
to the order q2, since higher orders of the integrand cannot yield terms of order q1 after
integration. It is useful then to divide S in three parts:
S = D (S1 + S2 + S3) +O(q2) ; (2.5)
dened by:
S1 =
0
2
Z
d2z
2
nX
i=1
(qki)
z   zi
nX
j=1
(qkj)
z   zj
nY
i=1
jz   zij0qki

(
1 
r
0
2
nX
k=1
 
k
(kq)
z   zk +
k
(kq)
z   zk
!
+
1
2

0
2

(2.6)

" 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
!2
+
 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
!2
+ 2
 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
! 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
!#)
;
S2 =
Z
d2z
2
nX
i=1

i
(qi)
(z   zi)2
 nX
j=1

j
(qj)
(z   zj)2
 nY
`=1
jz   z`j0qk`

(
1 
r
0
2
nX
k=1
 
k
kq
z   zk +
k
(kq)
z   zk
!
+
1
2

0
2

(2.7)

" 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
!2
+
 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
!2
+ 2
 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
! 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
!#)
;
S3 =
r
0
2
Z
d2z
2
nX
i=1
nX
j=1

i(qi)
(z   zi)2

(qkj)
z   zj

+
 i(qi)
(z   zi)2

(qkj)
z   zj
 nY
`=1
jz   z`j0qk`

(
1 
 p
20
2
!
nX
k=1

k
kq
z   zk +
k
(kq)
z   zk

+
1
2

0
2

(2.8)

" 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
!2
+
 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
!2
+ 2
 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
! 
nX
h=1
h
(hq)
z   zh
!#)
:
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These terms provide all contributions to the order q1. They can be further split in S
(a)
i ,
a=0,1,2, with the index a labelling the order of expansion in q of the integrand modulo the
factor jz   zlj0qkl , which has to be integrated. The integrals involved are all of the form:
Ij1j2:::i1i2::: =
Z
d2z
2
Qn
l=1 jz   zlj
0klq
(z   zi1)(z   zi2)    (z   zj1)(z   zj2)   
: (2.9)
Each of the integrals involved has to be computed through order q1 a, which we denote by
I(1 a)j1j2:::i1i2::: . Using this notation, each term can be compactly expressed as:
S
(0)
1 =
0
2
nX
i=1
24(qki)(qki)I(1)ii + nX
j 6=i
(qki)(qkj)I
(1)j
i
35 ; (2.10a)
S
(1)
1 =  

0
2
 3
2
nX
i;j;l=1
(qki)(qkj)(llq)I
(0)j
il + c.c. ; (2.10b)
S
(2)
1 =
1
2

0
2
2 nX
i;j;l=1
(qki)(qkj)(llq)
24 nX
m 6=l
(mmq)I
( 1)j
ilm+
nX
m=1
(mmq)I
( 1)jm
il
35+c.c. ;
(2.10c)
with c.c. denoting the complex conjugate of the expressions. Similarly:
S
(0)
2 =
nX
i;j=1
(qii)(q jj)I
(1)jj
ii ; (2.11a)
S
(1)
2 =  
r
0
2
nX
i;j=1
nX
l 6=i=1
(qii)(q jj)(llq)I
(0)jj
iil + c.c. ; (2.11b)
S
(2)
2 =
0
4
nX
i;j=1
(qii)(q jj)
24 nX
l 6=m 6=i=1
(llq)(mmq)I
( 1)jj
iilm (2.11c)
+
nX
l 6=i=1
nX
m 6=j=1
(llq)(mmq)I
( 1)jjm
iil
35+ c.c. ;
where we note that according to eq. (A.38) the rst part of S
(2)
2 involving I
jj
iilm does not
contribute to the order q for any i; j and l 6= m 6= i. Finally:
S
(0)
3 =
r
0
2
nX
i;j=1
(qii)(qkj)I
(1)j
ii + c.c. ; (2.12a)
S
(1)
3 =  
0
2
nX
i;j=1
(qii)(qkj)
24 nX
l 6=i=1
(llq)I
(0)j
iil +
nX
l=1
(jjq)I
(0)jl
ii
35+ c.c. ; (2.12b)
S
(2)
3 =
1
2

0
2
 3
2
nX
i;j=1
(qii)(qkj)
24 nX
l 6=m 6=i=1
(llq)(mmq)I
( 1)j
iilm (2.12c)
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+
X
l 6=m=1
(llq)( mmq)I
( 1)jlm
ii +
nX
l 6=i=1
nX
m 6=j=1
(llq)(mmq)I
( 1)jm
iil
35+ c.c. ;
where we note that by inspection of eqs. (A.22){(A.28) the second part of S
(2)
3 involving
Ijlmii does not contribute to the order q for any j; l, and m 6= l.
As a word of warning, notice that the denitions of Si are not the same as in ref. [78],
but one can identify S
(0)
1 , S
(1)
1 , S
(0)
2 +S
(1)
2 , and S
(0)
3 +S
(1)
3 , with respectively S1; S2; S4 and
S3 of ref. [78]. In appendix A we provide the computational details as well as the explicit
results for all the integrals involved. In particular, we show in the appendix that all the
integrals are linear combinations of a subset of six of them. The coecients of these linear
combinations are complex functions with poles when two Koba-Nielsen variables coincide.
We now report the results.
The rst term of S1, i.e. S
(0)
1 , is the part equivalent to the amplitude of a soft massless
string scattering on n tachyons, and this was already computed to the order q1 in ref. [78],
reading:
S
(0)
1 = 
S
q
(
nX
i=1
kiki
"
(0)2
2
X
j 6=i
(kjq) log
2 jzi   zj j
+
1
kiq
0@1 + 0X
j 6=i
(kjq) log jzi   zj j+ (
0)2
2
X
j 6=i
X
k 6=i
(kjq)(kkq) log jzi   zj j log jzi   zkj
1A#
  0
nX
i 6=j
kikj
"
log jzi   zj j   
0
2
X
m 6=i;j
(qkm) log jzm   zj j log jzi   zmj
+
0
2
X
m 6=j
(qkm) log jzm   zj j log jzi   zj j+ 
0
2
X
m 6=i
(qkm) log jzi   zj j log jzi   zmj
#)
+ Bq
nX
i 6=j 6=m
kikj

0
2
2
(qkm)
"
Li2

zi   zm
zi   zj

  Li2

zi   zm
zi   zj

+ log
jzi   zj j
jzi   zmj log

zm   zj
zm   zj
zi   zj
zi   zj
#
+O(q2) ; (2.13)
where
Sq =
q q + 

q

q
2
; Bq =
q q   qq
2
: (2.14)
For the next terms, only the parts up to order q0 were derived previously. For completeness
we express the full result, together with the new terms of order q:
S
(1)
1 =  qq
r
0
2
X
i 6=j
"
iiq
zi   zj
 
kj k

i
qki
  k

j k

j
qkj
+ 0(kj k

i   kj kj ) log jzi   zj j
+
0
2
ki k

i
qkj
qki
  
0
2
ki k

j + 
0kj k

i
X
l 6=i
qkl
qki
log jzi   zlj   0kj kj
X
l 6=j
qkl
qkj
log jzj   zlj
!
+ 0ki k

j
X
l 6=ij
llq
log jzj   zlj   log jzi   zj j
zi   zl
#
+ c.c. ; (2.15)
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S
(2)
1 = qq
0
2
nX
i 6=j
"
kj k

i   ki ki
qki
(iiq)(jjq)
(zi   zj)2 +
ki k

j
2
nX
l 6=i;j
(llq)(llq)
qkl(zi   zl)(zj   zl)
+
 
ki k

i (
jjq) + k

i k

j (
iiq)
 jjq
2jzi   zj j2

1
qki
+
1
qkj

+
ki k

i
2 (jjq) + k

j k

i (iiq)
qki(zi   zj)
X
l 6=i;j

llq
(zi   zl) +
llq
(zi   zl)
#
+ c.c. ; (2.16)
S
(0)
2 = qq
0
2
nX
i 6=j
(i

i )
jzi   zj j2
(
(i

i )qkj
 
1 +
1
2
X
l 6=i
qkl
qki

zi   zj
zi   zl +
zi   zj
zi   zl
!
  (jj )
X
l 6=i;j
qkl
(zi   zl)(zj   zl)
(zi   zl)(zj   zl)
)
; (2.17a)
S
(1)
2 = qq
r
0
2
nX
i 6=j
"
(i

i )(jjq)  (jj )(iiq)

( i

i )
jzi   zj j2(zi   zj)
0@1 +X
l 6=i
qkl
qki
zi   zj
zi   zl
1A
+
(i

i )(
j

j )
zi   zj
nX
l 6=i;j
(llq)(zi   zl)
(zi   zl)2(zj   zl)
#
+ c.c. ; (2.17b)
S
(2)
2 = qq
X
i 6=j
(i

i )(jjq)
2(zi   zj)2
"
1
qki
X
l 6=i
 
(i

i )(
llq)  (ll )(iiq)
(zi   zl)2
+
1
qkj
X
l 6=j
(l

l )(
jjq)  (jj )(llq)
(zl   zj)2
!#
+ c.c. ; (2.17c)
S
(0)
3 = qq
r
0
2
nX
i 6=j
0q
"
ki k

j   kj ki
zi   zj (i

i )

1
0qki
+
1
2

+
X
l 6=i
ki k

l   kl ki
zi   zj

(j

j ) + (i

i )
qkj
qki

log jzi   zlj
#
+ c.c. ; (2.18a)
S
(1)
3 = qq
nX
i 6=j
(i

i )
(
(jjq)
(zi   zj)2
"
ki
kiq
  k

j
kjq
  0q
X
l 6=j
kj k

l   kl kj
qkj
log jzj   zlj
  0q
X
l 6=i
ki k

l   kl ki
qki

1
2
zi   zj
zi   zl   log jzi   zlj
#
  
0
2
X
l 6=i;j
kj
llq + k

l
jjq
(zi   zl)(zj   zl)
  
0
2
ki
jjq + k

j
iiq
jzi   zj j2
0@1 +X
l 6=i
qkl
qki
zi   zj
zi   zl
1A)+ c.c. ; (2.18b)
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S
(2)
3 = qq
r
0
2
nX
i 6=j
"
nX
l 6=i;j
(i

i )(jjq)(llq)
(zj   zl)(zi   zj)2

kj
qkj
  k

i
qki

+
(j

j )(iiq)  (ii )(jjq)
qki
X
l 6=i
 
ki
llq + k

l
iiq

(zi   zj)2(zi   zl)
#
+ c:c: : (2.18c)
As a nontrivial consistency check, it is possible to show that the full expression S1 + S2 + S3
obeys gauge invariance, meaning that it vanishes identically by the replacement q ! q
and q ! q . Actually, the identity is stronger, since the full expression vanishes by
replacing only q ! q or q ! q , which can be explicitly checked from the above
expression. In other words,
qM

n+1 = qM

n+1 = 0 ; (2.19)
where Mn+1 is the stripped soft amplitude with respect to the polarization of the soft
particle.
We want to nd a gauge invariant operator that, when acting on Mn reproduces the
above results, i.e.
Mn+1(q; ki) = Mn(ki)  S(q; ki) = D

S^( 1)q + S^
(0)
q + S^
(1)
q

Mn(ki) +O(q2) ; (2.20)
where the superscript of each S^
(m)
q indicates the order m in q of each term. In ref. [78]
we showed that the leading and subleading terms, symmetric in the polarization indices
; , are generated by exactly the same soft-operators that one can infer using just gauge-
invariance of the amplitude, which read:
S^( 1)q = 
S

nX
i=1
ki k

i
ki  q ; S^
(0)
q = 
S


  iq
2
 nX
i=1
ki J

i + k

i J

i
ki  q ; (2.21)
where
Ji = L

i + Si ; Si = Si + Si ; (2.22)
Li = i

ki
@
@ki
 ki
@
@ki

; Si = i

i
@
@i
 i
@
@i

; Si = i

i
@
@i
 i
@
@i

:
(2.23)
The new result here is that the subsubleading terms, symmetric in the polarization
indices ; , are uniquely generated by the following soft operator, which can be explicitly
checked:
S(1)q =  
S
2
nX
i=1

qJ

i qJ

i
ki  q +

ki q

ki  q q
 + q   q

@
@ki
(2.24)
 

qq   qq   qq
ki  q

i
@
@i
+ i
@
@i

 0

qki + qki   (ki  q)  qq kiki
ki  q

i
@
@i
+ i
@
@i

:
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It is thus useful to also dene:
i = 

i
@
@i
+ i
@
@i
: (2.25)
Notice that only the symmetric combination 
f;g
i =
i +

i
2 survives the contractions
in eq. (2.24), since the contraction of  and  is symmetric.
The terms in the rst two lines of eq. (2.24), which are nite in the eld theory limit,
exactly match the soft theorem derived in ref. [24] using just on-shell gauge invariance of
tree-level gravity amplitudes. The terms in the last line can thus be seen as the string
corrections to the eld theory soft theorem. Notice that each parenthesis is independently
gauge invariant. Notice also that in the eld theory limit, if the soft particle is a graviton,
only the rst term is nonzero, since graviton is traceless. The extra terms in the rst line
were found already in ref. [78] for the case, where the n external states were tachyons.
In ref. [78], we also found a soft theorem for the antisymmetric part at the subleading
order, corresponding to a soft Kalb-Ramond eld. At this point, however, it is not clear
how the antisymmetric part of our subsubleading explicit results could also be expressed
as a soft theorem, since at this order dilogarithmic terms appear in eq. (2.13). We thus
leave the analysis of the antisymmetric part for a possible future study.
In the next section we specify the subsubleading operator to the case of a soft dilaton
and a soft graviton and we give a physical interpretation of the various terms that appear.
3 Soft gravitons and dilatons
Specifying our main result eq. (2.24) to the cases where the soft particle is either a graviton
or a dilaton, we may rst simplify the general expression by imposing the transversality
condition Sq
 = Sq
 = 0, leading to:
S(1)q =  
S
2
nX
i=1

qJ

i qJ

i
ki  q  
qq
ki  q

ki
@
@ki
+ 
f;g
i

 0

qki + qki   (ki  q)  qq kiki
ki  q


f;g
i

:
(3.1)
Considering the soft particle to be a graviton, tracelessness of its polarization gives:
S
(1)
graviton;q =  
graviton
2
nX
i=1

qJ

i qJ

i
ki  q
 0

qki + qki   (ki  q)  qq kiki
ki  q


f;g
i

:
(3.2)
The rst term reproduces the subsubleading soft theorem of gravitons. The second line
are the string corrections to the eld theory result. We can reduce the derivatives with
respect to i and i in i by acting on the n-point amplitude with the polarization vectors
stripped o, i.e.
Mn(ki; i; i) = 
1
1 
1
1    nn nn Mn;(1;1);:::;(n;n)(ki) : (3.3)
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Then we can express:
i
@
@i
+ i
@
@i

Mn = (
ii 
i
i + 
iii 

i )Mn;(ii)
= 2i


f;
i 
ig
i Mn;fi;ig + 
[;
i 
i]
i Mn;[i;i]

;
(3.4)
where in the second line we decomposed Mn into its symmetric and antisymmetric parts, as
in eq. (2.14), showing that string corrections can exist for external states i being polarized
both symmetrically (gravitons and dilatons) and antisymmetrically (Kalb-Ramond). We
will comment further on these new string-theory terms in the next section.
Projecting instead the soft leg onto the dilaton, using d = ( qq q q)=
p
D   2,
with q  q = 1 and q2 = q2 = 0, we get:
S
(1)
dilaton;q =
1
2
p
D   2
nX
i=1

qK^i +
qq
kiq
 Si;Si +Di;f;g
 0(ki  q)

i  @
@i
+ i  @
@i

; (3.5)
where both ki  i = ki  i = 0 and gauge invariance, i.e. ki  @@iMn = k

iMn; = 0 and
ki  @@iMn = kiMn; = 0, were used, and where we introduced the operator:
K^i = 2

1
2
ki
@2
@ki@ki
  ki
@2
@ki @k

i
+ iSi; @
@ki

: (3.6)
Remarkably, this is exactly the generator of special conformal transformations acting on
momentum space. The string correction for the dilaton vanishes due to momentum con-
servation, since the operator i  @@i leaves Mn invariant, yielding (correspondingly for the
barred term)
0
2
nX
i=1
(ki  q)i  @
@i
Mn =
0
2
nX
i=1
(ki  q)Mn =  
0
2
q2Mn = 0 : (3.7)
In conclusion, we nd that the subsubleading dilaton soft operator equals the eld theory
counterpart and reads:
S
(1)
dilaton;q =
1
2
p
D   2
nX
i=1

qK^i +
qq
kiq
 Si;Si +Di;f;g : (3.8)
The subsubleading dilaton soft theorem contains a nite piece, which can be fully expressed
by the generator of a special conformal transformation and a singular piece only dependent
on polarization derivatives.
We may use the polarization-stripped form of Mn in eq. (3.3) to understand the sin-
gular terms, which then after some simplication read (suppressing for brevity the factor
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1=
p
D   2):
nX
i=1
qq
2kiq
 Si;Si +Di;f;gMn
=
nX
i=1
1
kiq

qiqi(i  i) + ii(q  i)(q  i)
+ (q  i)(qii   qii)  (q  i)(qii   qii)

M (i;i)n :
(3.9)
The expression evidently separates into a symmetric and an antisymmetric part, which we
can express using Miin = M
fi;ig
n +M
[i;i]
n , reducing the previous expression to:
nX
i=1

qiqi + qqii
ki  q

i 

iM
fi;ig
n +
nX
i=1
2

qqii + qqii
ki  q

i 

iM
[i;i]
n
=
nX
i=1

qiqi + qqii
ki  q

S;i M
fi;ig
n +
nX
i=1
4
qqii
ki  q 
B;
i M
[i;i]
n ; (3.10)
where in the second line we also decomposed the polarization vectors as in eq. (2.14). The
form of these terms suggest that they are coming from factorizing exchange diagrams,
where the soft dilaton is attached to an external leg through a three-point vertex, with the
indices ;  being the polarization indices of the internal state. In the eld theory limit
there are only two types of such vertices, one involving two dilatons derivatively coupled to
a graviton and two Kalb-Ramond elds derivatively coupled to one dilaton, giving rise to
the three types of factorizing diagrams shown in gure 1. Indeed, if we project the external
leg i on each of the three massless states, the expression above reduces in each case to one
nonzero term:
For i = 

g :
qq
ki  q ii 
;
g M
fi;ig
n : (3.11a)
For i = 

d :
qiqi
ki  q  
;
d M
fi;ig
n : (3.11b)
For i = 

B : 4
qqi
ki  q i 
;
B M
[i;i]
n : (3.11c)
It is worth noticing from gure 1 that in the cases where the ith particle is either a
dilaton or a graviton, there are contributions to the dilaton soft theorem, where the ith
particle in the lower point amplitude Mn is changed to respectively a graviton or a dilaton.
This means that the subsubleading term of the soft dilaton amplitude separates into two
factorized terms when the ith state is a dilaton or a graviton. Specically, for either of the
three possible cases we have:
Mn+1((q);(ki); : : :) 

S^(0) + qS^(1)

Mn((ki); : : :) + q
S^g Mn(g(ki); : : :) +O(q2) ;
Mn+1((q); gii(ki); : : :) 

S^(0) + qS^(1)

Mn(gii(ki); : : :) + q
S^g Mn((ki); : : :) +O(q2) ;
Mn+1((q);Bii(ki); : : :) 

S^(0) + qS^(1)

Mn(Bii(ki); : : :) +O(q2) ; (3.12)
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Figure 1. Soft dilaton (dashed line) scattering on other massless states (solid lines), and the only
three types of exchange diagrams appearing in eld theory, involving i) another external dilaton
and an internal graviton (double-wavy line), ii) an external graviton and an internal dilaton, iii) an
external and an internal Kalb-Ramond eld (wavy line).
where  denotes a dilaton, g denotes a graviton, and B denotes a Kalb-Ramond eld.
The non-standard factorizing behavior of the rst two cases was also noticed in ref. [63] in
specic examples.
In conclusion, in this section we have provided a physical interpretation of the sub-
subleading terms that survive in the eld theory limit. In the next section we extend our
analysis to the terms with string corrections. In particular, we show that they are com-
pletely determined from gauge invariance and from the string correction terms, appearing
in the bosonic string, in the three-point amplitude involving massless particles.
4 String corrections from gauge invariance
In this section we derive the string corrections to the soft operator, found in the previous
section from explicit calculations, by considering the string corrections to the three-point
amplitude of the bosonic string involving three massless closed string and exploiting on-
shell gauge invariance of the amplitude. Let us consider the three-point amplitude of three
massless bosonic strings with the given set of momenta and polarizations:
(q; q ; 

q ) ; (ki; 
i
i ; 
i
i ) ; ( ki   q; m; m) : (4.1)
The polarization stripped three-point on-shell amplitude then reads:
M;ii;3 = 2D

iq   qi + iki  
0
2
ki q
iq



iq   qi + iki  
0
2
ki q
iq

:
(4.2)
Contracting this expression with particular polarization tensors yields the explicit expres-
sion for particular three-point amplitudes of massless strings. For instance, considering the
case where one of the states is a dilaton, and contracting with the polarization tensor used
in eq. (3.5), we get the following nonzero three-point amplitudes involving one dilaton:
Mddg = 2D

g qq ; MdBB =
2Dp
D   2 4
ii
B i

B qiq ;
Mdgg =  0 2Dp
D   2 
ii
g 

g qiqiqq :
(4.3)
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Notice that the dilaton-graviton-graviton amplitude vanishes in the eld theory limit. From
these three-point amplitudes we can immediately write down the contributions from the
factorizing exchange diagrams in gure 1 to the soft theorem, i.e.
M ex:n+1((q); (ki); : : :) (4.4)
 Mddg 1
(ki + q)2
Mn(g(ki + q); : : :) = D
qq
ki  q 

g Mn(g(ki + q); : : :) ;
M ex:n+1((q); gii(ki); : : :) (4.5)
 Mddg 1
(ki + q)2
Mn((ki + q); : : :) +Mdgg
1
(ki + q)2
Mn(g(ki + q); : : :)
= D
qiqi
ki  q 
ii
g Mn((ki + q); : : :) 
0 Dp
D   2 
ii
g
qiqiqq
ki  q 

g Mn(g(ki + q); : : :) ;
M ex:n+1((q); Bii(ki); : : :) (4.6)
 MdBB
(ki + q)2
Mn(B(ki + q); : : :) =
Dp
D   2 
ii
B
4qiqi
ki  q 

B Mn(B(ki + q); : : :) :
These expressions match through order O(q) exactly the singular terms in the dilaton
soft theorem, found in the previous section. Specically, in eq. (3.11) (where a factor
D=
p
D   2 from eqs. (2.20) and (3.8) was suppressed) one should make the identications:
Mfi;ign  iig Mn(g(ki); : : :) + iid Mn((ki); : : :) ; (4.7a)
M [i;i]n  iiB Mn(B(ki); : : :) : (4.7b)
Notice that the three-point amplitude proportional to 0, involving one dilaton and two
gravitons, does not contribute to the dilaton soft theorem, since it is proportional to the
fourth power in the soft momentum, and thus contributes at the order q3.
Let us now consider the 0-correction terms to the graviton soft theorem appearing at
subsubleading order in eq. (3.2). Among them there is a term with the propagator-pole
1=ki  q, which should come from a factorizing exchange diagram. Indeed, expanding the
three-point amplitude in terms of q, with the soft-state now being a graviton, the leading
string-correction to the three point amplitude reads:
M;3

0
  (2D)
0
2
ki k

i ((i  q)q + (i  q)qi ) +O(q3)
=  (2D)
0
2
ki k

i qq(
i 

i + 
i 

i ) +O(q3) ;
(4.8)
where we contracted with the polarization vectors of leg i. Comparing with eqs. (3.2)
and (3.4), we see that the singular string correction in eq. (3.2) is exactly reproduced by
the exchange diagram given by M3
(ki+q)2
Mn, with the singularity coming from the pole of
the exchanged state.
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Figure 2. Decomposition of the n+ 1-point massless closed string amplitude, Mn+1, into a factor-
izing part involving the three-point amplitude M3, where the soft state with momentum q directly
interacts with the ith state, exchanging a third massless closed state with momentum ki+q with the
n-point amplitude Mn, and the reminding part of the amplitude, Nn+1, which excludes factorization
through the former channel.
We will now show that the remaining factorizing non-singular terms in eq. (3.1) all
follow from on-shell gauge invariance of the amplitude.
By using the expression for the three-point amplitude in eq. (4.2), specialized to
gravitons in the eld theory limit 0 ! 0, it has been shown in ref. [62] that by de-
composing the n + 1 point amplitude as in gure 2, and imposing gauge invariance, i.e.
qM

n+1 = qM

n+1 = 0, one exactly recovers the tree-level soft graviton theorem to sub-
subleading order. In the previous sections we have explicitly shown to subsubleading order
and for a nite value of 0 (see also ref. [78]) that the same gauge invariance also applies
to amplitudes where the external states can, as well as gravitons, be dilatons and Kalb-
Ramond states. Based on this, it was shown in ref. [24] that in the limit 0 ! 0 the dilaton
soft theorem to subsubleading order can be found also using just gauge invariance of the
on-shell amplitude. (In ref. [24] only the cases where the other hard states are either dila-
tons or gravitons were considered, however, the extension to also include the antisymmetric
Kalb-Ramond states trivially yields the expression found in eq. (3.8).) Now we extend this
line of analysis to also involve the string corrections to the three-point amplitude.
We rst decompose the n+ 1-point amplitude as in gure 2, reading:
Mn+1 =
nX
i=1
M3 (q; ki)
1
(ki + q)2
Mn(ki + q) +N
(q; ki) ; (4.9)
where dependence on all other kj 6= ki is implicit. The indices  belong to the soft state
with momentum q, and we assume them to be symmetric, i.e. Mn+1 = M

n+1. We now
use the explicit form of the three-point string amplitude, M3, and focus here only on the
0-terms. We can read o these terms, when  is symmetric, from eq. (4.8), and as we
noticed before, they can be rewritten as an operator by using eq. (3.4), when they are
multiplied Mn. Thus we have:
Mn+1

0
=  
0
2
nX
i=1
ki k

i
ki  q qq 
f;g
i Mn(ki) +N
(q; ki)

0
+O(q2) ; (4.10)
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Now, imposing on-shell gauge invariance of the amplitude, we rst nd from qM

n+1 = 0,
and Taylor expanding in q:
N(q = 0; ki)

0
= 0 ; (4.11a)
1
2

@N
@q
+
@N
@q
 
0; q=0
= 0
nX
i=1
ki 
f;g
i Mn(ki) : (4.11b)
Inserting this back into the Taylor-expanded form of eq. (4.10), and imposing also
qM

n+1 = 0, we get:
1
2

@N
@q
  @N

@q
 
0; q=0
=
0
2
nX
i=1

ki 
f;g
i   ki f;gi   ki f;gi

Mn(ki) : (4.12)
Thus, in total we nd:
Mn+1

0
=  
0
2
q
nX
i=1

ki k

i
ki  q q 
f;g
i   ki f;gi   ki f;gi + ki f;gi

Mn(ki) +O(q2) ;
(4.13)
which demonstrates that, when the soft state is a graviton or a dilaton, on-shell gauge
invariance of the string amplitude implies a soft theorem at subsubleading order even
when string corrections are taken into account. Finally we can rewrite this expression as:
Mn+1

0
=
0
2
nX
i=1

qk

i 

 + qk

i 

   (ki  q)   
ki k

i
ki  q qq


f;g
i Mn(ki) +O(q2) :
(4.14)
This is exactly the expression we found in eq. (2.24) from explicit calculations. As we
noticed in eq. (3.8), this expression vanishes when contracted with the polarization of the
dilaton. For the graviton, we have explained that the term singular in q ! 0 comes from
the exchange diagram where the the soft graviton scatters on an external massless closed
string. When that string is a graviton, respectively, dilaton, the exchanged states is the
opposite, i.e. a dilaton, respectively, graviton, meaning that the n-point amplitude in the
soft theorem may involve other external hard states, than those specied in the n + 1-
point amplitude. The non-singular terms on the other hand are, as we have shown, direct
consequences of on-shell gauge invariance.
For the sake of completeness we conclude this section by comparing to the low-energy
eective action that appears in ref. [90], given by
S =
Z
dDx
p G

1
22D
R  1
2
@ G
@  1
242D
e
  4Dp
D 2H2
+
0
4
e
  2Dp
D 2

1
22D
 
R2   4R2 +R2

+   

+O(02)

;
(4.15)
where, with respect to eq. (3.1) of ref. [90], we have chosen a dierent overall normalization
and have introduced a canonically normalized dilaton. The rst line corresponds to
the eld theory limit and from it we can reproduce the two rst couplings in eq. (4.3)
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together with the eld theoretical three-graviton amplitude. The second line shows the
string corrections linear in 0, where we have only written down the terms that gives
corrections to the three-point amplitude, while the ellipsis    denotes the higher-point
operators. In particular, the last coupling in eq. (4.3) is reproduced by taking the lowest
term of the Gauss-Bonnet part together with a dilaton coming from the exponential in
front of the Gauss-Bonnet term, while the cubic term in the metric coming from only the
Gauss-Bonnet part reproduces the rst string correction to the three-graviton amplitude
in eq. (4.2), as already noticed in ref. [92].
5 Discussion and conclusion
In this paper we completed the computation of the amplitude involving n + 1 massless
closed string states in the bosonic string to the subsubleading order in the soft momentum
expansion of one of the external states. When the soft state is either a graviton or a dilaton
we showed that the result can be expressed as a soft theorem to subsubleading order. The
graviton soft theorem has string corrections at the subsubleading order in the bosonic
string, while the string corrections for the dilaton all vanish. The leading and subleading
terms were already obtained in ref. [78].
The calculation involves an extension of the technique developed in ref. [78], which is
rather involved, but the nal result has a very simple explanation: the basic ingredients
to derive the soft-theorems are gauge invariance and the three-point amplitude with
massless closed string states that, in the bosonic string, contains also string corrections.
The procedure is an extension of the one followed in ref. [62], where the total amplitude
is written as a sum of two types of terms. One corresponds to diagrams where the soft
leg is attached to each of the other external legs through the three-point amplitude of the
soft state and two other massless states. These terms trivially factorize and in general
have a pole when the momentum of the soft state goes to zero. The other type of terms
do not factorize trivially and are nite in the soft limit. The two types of contributions,
however, are not separately gauge invariant. Thus, by imposing on-shell gauge invariance
of the full amplitude, one is able to factorize the soft behavior of the total amplitude up
to subsubleading order in the soft momentum. With respect to the procedure of ref. [62]
for the case of a soft graviton, there are, however, two important dierences. Gauge
invariance imposed on the amplitude M does not only give the soft behavior for the
graviton, when saturated with the graviton polarization g , but also that for the dilaton
when saturated with the polarization of the dilaton d . The second dierence with
respect to the eld theoretical behavior of an amplitude with only gravitons, is that, in
general, the state exchanged in the propagator of the pole term is not necessarily the same
that appears in the corresponding external leg. This happens in the string correction term
in the amplitude with only gravitons and in the case of a soft dilaton.
We thus arrive to the conclusion that the soft theorems for the graviton and the
dilaton are both consequence of gauge invariance and that the string corrections appearing
at subsubleading order for the graviton are direct consequences of the three-point amplitude
with massless closed strings having string corrections in the bosonic string. Since the three-
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point amplitude in superstring has no string corrections, we expect no string corrections
in the soft behavior of a graviton in superstring.
A curious outcome of our results is that the soft theorem of a dilaton contains, at
subleading order, the generator of scale transformation and, at subsubleading order, the
generator of special conformal transformations as is also the case in the soft theorem of
a Nambu-Goldstone boson of spontaneously broken conformal symmetry [24]. Some dis-
cussions of this was given in ref. [24], but it would be interesting to have a more physical
understanding of why this happens. Finally, it would also be interesting to extend our con-
siderations to the soft behavior of the Kalb-Ramond antisymmetric tensor, and furthermore
how the results go over to the case of superstrings.
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A Results of integrals
All integrals necessary for the results of this paper can be reduced to the general form:
Ij1j2:::i1i2::: =
1
2
Z
d2z
Qn
l=1 jz   zlj
0klq
(z   zi1)(z   zi2)    (z   zj1)(z   zj2)   
: (A.1)
We are using the convention d2z = 2dRe(z)dIm(z). The quantity Ii1i2:::j1j2::: is symmetric in
its lower, respectively upper indices and complex conjugation exchanges the lower and
upper indices. These integrals can generically be evaluated after an expansion in q by a
substitution of the form z ! zi + ei. It can be useful to substitute further ei ! !, such
that
R 2
0 d    !
H
d!    , enabling use of Cauchy's integral formula over the unit circle.
To evaluate the integrals one must consider, case by case, when indices of Ii1i2:::j1j2::: are equal
or not. Thus, in the following dierent labels on indices indicates the case when they are
not equal to each other.
We have explicitly computed all integrals to the relevant order in q involved in this
paper using the mentioned procedure. Through this procedure, in ref. [78] the integrals Iii
and Iij were already computed to the order q
1, with the results:
Iii =
2
0kiq
0@1 + 0X
j 6=i
(kjq) log jzi   zj j+ (
0)2
2
X
j 6=i
X
k 6=i
(kjq)(kkq) log jzi   zj j log jzi   zkj
1A
+ (0)2
X
j 6=i
(kjq) log
2 jzi   zj j+ log 2 +O(q2) (A.2)
Iji =
X
m 6=i;j
0qkm
2

Li2

zi   zm
zi   zj

  Li2

zi   zm
zi   zj

  2 log zm   zj
zi   zj log
jzi   zj j
jzi   zmj

  log jzi   zj j2 + log 2 +O(q2) (A.3)
where  is a cuto that vanishes, when inserted in the appropriate expression.
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It is useful to express the symmetrized and antisymmetrized form of latter expressions:
1
2

Iji + I
i
j

= log 2   log jzi   zj j2 +
X
m 6=i;j
0qkm
 
log jzm   zj j log jzi   zmj
  log jzm   zj j log jzi   zj j   log jzi   zj j log jzi   zmj
!
+O(q2) (A.4)
1
2

Iji   Iij

=
1
2
X
m 6=i
0q  kmLi2

zi   zm
zi   zj

  1
2
X
m 6=i
0q  kmLi2

zi   zm
zi   zj

+
1
2
X
m 6=i;j
0q  km log jzi   zj jjzi   zmj log

zm   zj
zm   zj
zi   zj
zi   zj

+O(q2) (A.5)
It is a long and tedious exercise to evaluate all other integrals by the above mentioned
procedure. In this appendix we therefore instead present an alternative shorter derivation
leading to the same results, by making use of the above two expressions.
By using partial derivatives with respect to the zi's it is possible to directly get the
higher-index integrals from the two basic integrals above. The following four integrals for
instance are readily derived in this way, and they will be used, together with the previous
two integrals, as master integrals as will be explained below:
Iiii =
1
1  02 kiq
@ziI
i
i =
X
j 6=i
(
1
zi   zj
"
qkj
qki
+ 0q  kj log jzi   zj j+ 
0(qkj)
2
#
+
1
2
X
l 6=i
(0qkj)(0qkl)
0qki

log jzi   zj j
zi   zl +
log jzi   zlj
zi   zj
)
+O(q2) (A.6)
Ijii =
1
1  02 (kiq)
@ziI
j
i =  
1
zi   zj

1 +
0qki
2
+ 0(qki + qkj) log jzi   zj j

+
X
l 6=i;j
0qkl
(
log jzj   zlj
zi   zl  
log jzi   zj j
zi   zl  
log jzj   zlj
zi   zj
)
+O(q2) (A.7)
Iiiii =
1
1  0qki2
@ziI
i
ii
=
1
2
X
j 6=i
0qkj
jzi   zj j2
 
1 +
qkj
qki
+
1
2
X
l 6=i;j
qkl
qki

zi   zj
zi   zl +
zi   zj
zi   zl
!
+O(q2) (A.8)
Ijjii =
1
1  0qkj2
@zjI
j
ii =  
1
2jzi   zj j2
X
l 6=i;j
0qkl
(zi   zl)(zj   zl)
(zi   zl)(zj   zl) +O(q
2) (A.9)
All the other integrals relevant in the soft limit are related to the six master integrals
by simple algebraic relations which follows from a useful rewriting of the holomorphic and
anti-holomorphic poles of eq. (A.1). Ij1j2:::i1i2::: has poles both in z = zi1 , z = zi2 and in z = zj1 ,
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z = zj2 . It can be written as linear combination of the quantities I
j1:::
i1:::
, Ij2:::i1::: , I
j1:::
i2:::
Ij2:::i2:::
having only two of the above mentioned poles. This follows from the identity:
1
(z   zi1)(z   zi2)
=
1
(zi1   zi2)

1
(z   zi1)
  1
(z   zi2)

(A.10)
with a similar relation for the z variable. This determines:
Ij1j2:::i1i2::: =
Ij1j2:::i1:::   I
j1j2:::
i2:::
(zi1   zi2)
=
Ij1:::i1:::   I
j2:::
i1:::
  Ij1:::i2::: + I
j2:::
i2:::
(zi1   zi2)(zj1   zj2)
(A.11)
By applying eq. (A.11) iteratively, all the necessary integrals can be computed. Following
such an analysis, we present in the subsequent sections the results of all integrals involved
in this work to the necessary order in q. It will be useful to notice from the above decom-
position that an integral Ij1j2:::i1i2::: can yield a term of order q
 1 only if one of its lower indices
is equal to one of the upper ones, since its decomposition may only then contain Iii . This
property will be used throughout our derivations.
Integrals of the form Ijnim. The integrals I
ii
ii and I
jj
ii were already given above in
eqs. (A.8){(A.9).
Next, according to eq. (A.11) we have:
Iijii =
Iiii   Ijii
(zi   zj) =
1
jzi   zj j2
0@1 + qkj
qki
+
X
l 6=i;j
qkl
qki
zi   zj
zi   zl
1A+O(q) (A.12)
The quantities Iiii and I
j
ii have been computed up to the order q and therefore we could
give Iijii up to this order in the soft expansion. However, this integral appears in S1 and
S3 multiplied by a factor q, therefore, only the terms of order q
0 are relevant. This kind of
restriction will be implicit in all the following results.
Then,
Ijmii =
Ijii   Imii
zi   zm =
1
zj   zm

1
zi   zm  
1
zi   zj

+O(q) (A.13)
Iimim =
Iii   Imi   Iim + Imm
jzi   zmj2 =
2
jzi   zmj2

1
0qki
+
1
0qkm

+O(q0) (A.14)
Iinim =
Iii   Ini   Iim + Inm
(zi   zm)(zi   zn) =
2
0qki
1
(zi   zm)(zi   zn) +O(q
0) (A.15)
Ijnim =
Iji   Ini   Ijm + Inm
(zi   zm)(zj   zn) = 0 +O(q
0) (A.16)
As we have already noticed, the expansion of the integrals may start from order q 1 only if
one of the upper indices is equal to one of the lower ones. Thus the result of eq. (A.16) could
have been readily inferred from this property, without making the intermediate decompo-
sition. This example serves as a demonstration of this property, which we will directly use
for the rest of this appendix.
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Integrals of the form Ijimn. Using eq. (A.11) iteratively, we get
Iiiim =
Iiii
zi   zm  
Iii   Iim
(zi   zm)2 =  
2
(zi   zm)2

24 1
0qki
+ log jzi   zmj+
X
l 6=i
qkl
qki

log jzi   zlj   1
2
zi   zm
zi   zl
35+O(q) (A.17)
Ijiij =
Ijii
zi   zj  
Iji   Ijj
(zi   zj)2
=
2
(zi   zj)2
24 1
0qkj
  1
2
+ log jzi   zj j+
X
l 6=j
qkl
qkj
log jzl   zj j
35+O(q) (A.18)
Iiimn =
1
zm   zn

Iii   Iim
zi   zm  
Iii   Iin
zi   zn

=
2
0qki
1
(zi   zm)(zi   zn) +O(q
0) (A.19)
Ijiim =
Ijii
zi   zm  
Iji   Ijm
(zi   zm)2
=   1
(zi   zm)(zi   zj) +
2
(zi   zm)2 (log jzi   zj j   log jzj   zmj) +O(q) (A.20)
Ijimn = 0 +O(q0) (A.21)
The result of the last integral follows immediately due to non of the upper and lower indices
being pairwise equal.
Integrals of the form Ijlimn. Using eq. (A.11) iteratively, and the identities I
ii
m = (I
m
ii )

and Iiii = (I
i
ii)
, where  denotes the complex conjugate, we get
Iiiiim =
Iiiii
zi   zm  
(Iiii)
   (Imii )
(zi   zm)2
=   1jzi   zmj2(zi   zm)
0@1 + qkm
qki
+
X
l 6=i;m
qkl
qki
zi   zm
zi   zl
1A+O(q) (A.22)
Ijjiij =
Ijjii
zi   zj  
Ijji   Ijjj
(zi   zj)2
=   1jzi   zj j2(zi   zj)
0@1 + qki
qkj
+
X
l 6=i;j
qkl
qkj
zj   zi
zj   zl
1A+O(q) (A.23)
Ijjiim =  
Ijjii
zi   zm  
Ijji   Ijjm
(zi   zm)2 =  
(zi   zm)
(zi   zj)(zi   zm)2(zj   zm) +O(q) (A.24)
Iijiij =
Iiii   Ijii
jzi   zj j2  
Iii   Iij   Iji + Ijj
(zi   zj)jzi   zj j2
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=   2
(zi   zj)jzi   zj j2

1
0qki
+
1
0qkj

+O(q0) (A.25)
Iimiik =
Iiii   Imii
(zi   zk)(zi   zm)  
Iii   Iik + Imi   Imk
(zi   zk)2(zi   zm)
=   2
(zi   zk)2(zi   zm)0qki +O(q
0) (A.26)
Ijliij =
Ijii   I lii
(zi   zj)(zj   zl)  
Iji   Ijj + I li   I lj
(zi   zj)2(zj   zl) =
2
0qkj
1
(zi   zj)2(zj   zl) +O(q
0) (A.27)
Finally, the integrals Ijniim, I
ii
imn, I
jj
imn have either all the upper indices dierent from the
lower ones or more than one lower index equal to an upper one. Thus according to the
general property, noticed specically after eq. (A.16), we have:
Ijniim = I
ii
imn = I
jj
imn = 0 +O(q0) (A.28)
Integrals of the form Ijiimn. Using eq. (A.11) iteratively,
Iiiikm =
1
(zk   zm)(zi   zk)

Iiii  
Iii   Iik
(zi   zk)

  1
(zi   zm)(zk   zm)

1  I
i
i   Iim
(zi   zm)

=
2
0qki
1
(zm   zk)

1
(zi   zk)2  
1
(zi   zm)2

+O(q0) (A.29)
Ijiijl =
Ijii
(zi   zl)(zi   zj)  
Iji   Ijj
(zj   zl)(zi   zj)2  
Ijii
(zj   zl)(zi   zl) +
Iji   Ijl
(zj   zl)(zi   zl)2
=
2
0qkj
1
(zj   zi)2(zj   zl) +O(q
0) (A.30)
Ijiimn = 0 +O(q0) (A.31)
The last result follows since none of the lower indices are equal to the upper one.
Integrals of the form Ijjnimn. Using eq. (A.11) iteratively,
Iiikiik =
Iiiii
jzi   zkj2  
Iiii   Ikii
jzi   zkj2(zi   zk)  
Iiii   Iiik
(zi   zk)jzi   zkj2 +
Iii   Iki   Iik + Ikk
jzi   zkj4
=
2
jzi   zkj4

1
0qki
+
1
0qkk

+O(q0) (A.32)
Iiimiik =
Iiiii
(zi   zk)(zi   zm)  
Iiii   Imii
(zi   zk)(zi   zm)2  
Iiii   Iiik
(zi   zk)2(zi   zm) +
Iii   Iik   Imi + Imk
(zi   zk)2(zi   zm)2
=
2
0qki(zi   zk)2(zi   zm)2 +O(q
0) (A.33)
Ijjiiij =
Ijjii
jzi   zj j2  
Ijii   Iiii
jzi   zj j4(zi   zj)  
Ijji   Ijjj
jzi   zj j2(zi   zj) +
Iji   Iii   Ijj + Iij
jzi   zj j4
=   2jzi   zj j4

1
0qki
+
1
0qkj

+O(q0) (A.34)
Ijjkiik =
Ijjii
(zi   zk)(zj   zk)  
Ijii   Ikii
(zi   zk)(zj   zk)2  
Ijji   Ijjk
(zi   zk)2(zj   zk) +
Iji   Ijk   Iki + Ikk
(zi   zk)2(zj   zk)2
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=
2
(zk   zj)2(zk   zi)2
1
0qkk
+O(q0) (A.35)
Ijjiiik =
Ijjii
(zi   zk)(zj   zi)  
Ijii   Iiii
(zi   zk)(zj   zi)2  
Ijji   Ijjk
(zi   zk)2(zj   zi) +
Iji   Ijk   Iii + Iik
(zi   zk)2(zj   zi)2
=   2
(zi   zk)2(zi   zj)20qki +O(q
0) (A.36)
Ijjniim = 0 +O(q0) (A.37)
The last result follows since none of the lower indices are equal to the upper ones.
Integrals of the form Ijjiimn. For these integrals either two upper indices are equal
to some lower indices, or none are equal. Thus neither of the cases contains Iii in its
decomposition and thus in any case,
Iiiiimn = I
jj
iijm = I
jj
iimn = 0 +O(q0) (A.38)
B Matching with the subsubleading soft operator
In this appendix we explicitly show how our main result in eq. (2.24) reproduces our explicit
calculation of the amplitude of n+ 1 massless closed states in the bosonic string, presented
in section 2 and appendix A, when the soft state is a graviton or a dilaton.
In eq. (2.24), the subsubleading soft operator is the sum of four parts which act on
the n-point amplitude. The result of this action is given below and compared with explicit
results in eqs. (2.10){(2.12).
The action of the rst term in eq. (2.24) on the n-point amplitude is:
 
nX
i=1
qJ

i qJ

i
2kiq
Mn = Mn
h
A
(0)
+A() +A

(2)
+A
()
+A
(3)
+A
(2 )
+A
(2 2)
i
+c:c:
(B.1)
We are denoting with A
()
, ;  = 0; 1; 2, terms with dierent powers in the Grassmann
variables (i; j).
The action of the second operator in eq. (2.24) gives:
  1
2
nX
i=1

ki q

kiq
q + q   q

@
@ki
Mn =  Mn 
"
1
2
r
0
2
X
i 6=j

ki q
(kjq)
kiq
(jjq)
zj   zi
+
qj

j
zj   zi  
(jjq)
zj   zi + c:c:
!
  
0
2
X
i 6=j

ki q
 kjq
kiq
+ qkj   qkj

log jzi   zj j
#
: (B.2)
The action of the operators in the second and third line of eq. (2.24) will be considered in
the end.
We restrict our analysis to the case in which the external soft particle is a graviton or
a dilaton, meaning that the expressions above are projected on the symmetric combination
of . All A
()
depend on the polarizations and momenta of the hard particles. Their
explicit expressions are rather lengthy, but we may express them in more compact terms
by using the explicit expressions for the quantities Ij1j2:::i1i2::: given in appendix A, which
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also allows for an easier identication with the expression in eqs. (2.10){(2.12). The rst
quantity can be expressed as:
A
(0)
=
0
4
24X
i 6=j
 
ki q
 (kjq)
kiq
  (kjq) + kj q

log jzi   zj j+
nX
i;j=1
k
(
i k
)
j I
(1)j
i
35 (B.3)
with k
f
i k
g
j =
1
2(k

i k

j + k

i k

j ). This expression is real and thus the c:c: terms simply give
a factor of two. Because of this factor 2, the term with log jzi   zj j in eq. (B.3) cancel the
analogous term in eq. (B.2). The remaining term in eq. (B.3) involving Iji coincides with
the symmetric part of S
(0)
1 in eq. (2.10a).
The next term reads:
A() =
r
0
2
(
1
2
X
i 6=j
"
   k

i q

kiq

(jjq)
zi   zj  
j

j q

zi   zj
+
kjq
kiq
i

i q

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kj q

qki
   kjq
kiq
!
iiq
zi   zj
#
+
0
2
X
i 6=j
"
(kiq)i
f
i k
g
j
zi   zj  
(kjq)i
f
i k
g
i
zi   zj
#
 
0
2
X
i 6=j
k
f
i k
g
i (jjq)I
(0)i
ij  
0
2
X
i 6=j
k
f
i k
g
j I
(0)j
ij(jjq) 
0
2
X
i 6=j 6=l
k
f
i k
g
i (llq)I
(0)j
il
+
nX
i;j=1
i
f
i k
g
i I
(1)j
ii
)
(B.4)
The rst three terms and their complex conjugate cancel the rst three terms in eq. (B.2)
and their complex conjugate, coming from the second soft operator. The third line of this
expression makes up part of S
(1)
1 when the soft state is taken to be symmetrically polarized,
i.e qq ! Sq . The following terms of S(1)1 then remain to be matched:
 

0
2
 3
2 X
i 6=j
(qki)(qki)(iiq)I
(0)i
ii  

0
2
 3
2 X
i 6=j
(qki)(qkj)(iiq)I
(0)j
ii (B.5)
The last term in eq. (B.4) is equal to S
(0)
3 when the soft state again is a graviton or a
dilaton. Finally, the second line does not match any term in S1, S2 and S3, but they will
be cancelled by the additional soft operators, discussed in the end, which at the same time
will also produce the missing terms in eq. (B.5).
Next, we consider
A
(2)
=
1
2
X
i 6=j
"
i

i q
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2
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2
2X
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iij
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0
2
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0
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For the terms involving Iji we can show that they are matched by part of the rst term in
S
(2)
1 , by using the following identities:
Ijiij = I
j
iji =
1
(zi   zj)
"
Ijii  
Iji   Ijj
zi   zj
#
=
I( 1)jj
(zi   zj)2 +O(q
0)
Iiilj =
1
zl   zj
"
Iii   Iil
zi   zl  
Iii   Iij
zi   zj
#
=
I( 1)ii
(zi   zj)(zi   zl) +O(q
0)
Ijijl = I
j
ilj =
1
zj   zl
"
Iji   Ijj
zi   zj  
Iji   Ijl
zi   zl
#
=   I
( 1)j
j
(zj   zl)(zi   zj) +O(q
0) : (B.7)
The rst term of S
(2)
1 furthermore contains the following term, unmatched by eq. (B.6):
0
2
2X
i 6=j
(qki)(qki)(iiq)(jjq)I
( 1)i
iij =  

0
2
2X
i 6=j
(qki)(qki)(iiq)(jjq)
(zi   zj)2 I
( 1)i
i
(B.8)
The terms involving Ijiil in eq. (B.6) trivially reproduce the rst part of S
(1)
3 . Finally, the
rst and the last line in eq. (B.6) are not present in S1, S2 and S3. Again, we discuss on
the missing pieces in the end.
Next, we consider
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ii (B.9)
The rst line, the rst term of the second line, and the last term are all real, so their complex
conjugate simply brings a factor of two. We may use the following identities to show that
the rst and second line and the rst term in the third line match the second part of S
(2)
1 :
Iijij = I
ji
ij =
I( 1)ii + I( 1)
j
j
jzi   zj j2 +O(q
0) ; Iilij =
I( 1)ii
(zi   zj)(zi   zl) +O(q
0)
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Ijlil =
I( 1)ll
(zi   zl)(zj   zl) +O(q
0) ; Iijil =
I( 1)ii
(zi   zl)(zi   zj) +O(q
0): (B.10)
The last term in eq. (B.9) is trivially matched by S
(0)
2 and all the remaining terms are
matched by the second part of S
(1)
3 .
Next, consider
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(B.11)
It is easily seen that this expression matches the rst part of S
(2)
3 through order q, after
using the identities
Ijiijl = I
j
iilj =
I( 1)jj
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  1
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
+O(q0) (B.12)
and the property that Ijiilm only contributes at order q
 1 if either of the indices i; l or m
equals j.
Next, we consider
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The terms in the rst line match S
(1)
2 , since I
(0)ii
ji (zi zj) 1 =  I(0)
ii
iij+O(q) and I(0)
ii
ji (zi 
zl)
 1 =  I(0)jjiil + O(q). For the remaining terms, all the dependence on the zi variables
in the second line is matched by the integrals I( 1)ijiij = I( 1)
ji
iij , while dependence on the
zi variables in the third line, instead, matches the integrals I
( 1)ji
iil = I
( 1)ij
iil. Finally the
last two terms follow respectively from the integrals I( 1)jliij and I( 1)
lj
iil. Altogether these
remaining terms thus match the second part of S
(2)
3 .
The last expression to be considered is
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(B.14)
The rst line can be expressed in terms of the integrals I( 1)iijiij =  I( 1)
jji
iij , matching
the similar type of terms in S
(2)
2 . Similarly the other terms can be expressed in terms
of the integrals I( 1)iiliij , I( 1)
jji
iil , I
( 1)jjl
iij and I
( 1)jjl
iil , matching the remaining types of
non-vanishing terms in S
(2)
2 .
Finally, by the same procedures as above, it is easy to check that the remaining terms
to be matched in eqs. (B.5) and (B.8) are obtained by acting on the n-point amplitude
with the operators dened in the second and third line of eq. (2.24). These operator
simultaneously produce terms, which exactly cancel the unmatched terms in eqs. (B.4)
and (B.6). This proves the uniqueness of the subsubleading soft operator in eq. (2.24)
applicable to the graviton and the dilaton.
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